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Dot Grid Journal Features: 110 blank dotted white pages Full size duo sided dot
grid sheets Professionally designed matte softbound cover 6" x 9" dimensions;
suitable size for a tote bag, purse, school, home or work Can be used as a
notebook, journal, planner, sketchbook, scrapbook, diary or school composition
book Perfect for taking notes, task lists, journaling, scrapbooking, setting goals,
budgeting, appointments, recipes, habit tracking, writing, drawing, calligraphy,
hand lettering, doodling, brainstorming and much more Notebooks and journals
are the perfect gift idea for adults and kids for any occasion Makes a functional
gift idea for: Birthday Gifts Teacher Gifts Mother's Day Gifts Keepsake Gifts
Christmas Gifts Graduation Gifts for Students Co-worker/Boss Gifts Journal &
Planner Lovers Gift Baskets & Stocking Stuffers
Whether you buy it seriously or as a joke, for yourself or for a friend this notebook
will definitely make people smile! Great lighthearted funny gift for all those into
DIY. This wonderful, stylish and practical notebook has been beautifully handdesigned as a Birthday, Christmas, Valentine's present or general gift Ideal
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design for journaling, writing or noting. This dot-grid blank notebook is perfect for
jotting down ideas, writing things to remember like birthdays, composing, drawing
or even doodling. All the dots in the notebook are dark grey, instead of black, so
they are less distracting. Great for organizing daily activities, creating shopping
lists, strategic planning, designing, note-taking, sketching, drawing and creating
charts and graphs. Functional Size: 5 x 8 in (12.7 x 20.3 cm) dimensions; the
ideal size for all purposes, fitting perfectly into a bag. Reliable standards: Book
industry perfect binding (the same standard binding as the books in your local
library). Tough paperback and crisp white paper that minimizes ink bleedthrough. The book is great for either pen or pencil users. Notebook Journal
features include 100 evenly spaced dotted white pages and gorgeously designed
cover. Journals, planners, and notebooks are the perfect Gifts for any occasion.
So, what are you waiting for? Click the BUY button now at the top of the page to
begin. Thank you.
6" by 9" Paperback Journal Dotted Grid no lines, for writing, drawing, sketchbook.
Moon Tarot Blank Notebook 200 Page blank notebook with no lines, dotted grid
system to aid in drawing, sketching and writing. Smooth Matte Cover paperback
looks great and has 200 pages to allow you write anything you'd like, use it as a
journal, a sketchbook, a diary, a spellbook, take notes on Asatru, astronomy,
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rituals, class notes or anything you can imagine. Perfect gift for anyone who's
into Tarot, Witchcraft, Magic, Astrology, or anyone who loves the moon. Makes a
great book of shadows, the perfect gift for any wiccan, pagan, or other magic
adepts.
2018 GIFT IDEAS | BULLET JOURNALS, NOTEBOOKS & PERSONAL NOTES
NEW Bullet Journal & Notebook (8.5" x 8.5"Large) ! This is the BULLET
JOURNAL - Dot Grid Paper : It's can be your to-do list, Notebook, Diary,
Sketchbook, to make plans, take notes and much more!This notebook is the
perfect tool for crafter, artist, student or teacher.Whether it's planning your day,
week or even month out or practicing calligraphy, hand lettering or drawing, this
is the perfect tool to use! Perfect Gift ! 110 Pages Premium Cover Design Format
8.5" x 8.5" Pages
Dot Grid Notebook Features: 110 blank dotted white pages Full size duo sided
dot grid sheets Professionally designed matte softbound cover 6" x 9"
dimensions; suitable size for a tote bag, purse, school, home or work Can be
used as a notebook, journal, planner, sketchbook, scrapbook, diary or school
composition book Perfect for taking notes, task lists, journaling, scrapbooking,
setting goals, budgeting, appointments, recipes, habit tracking, writing, drawing,
calligraphy, hand lettering, doodling, brainstorming and much more Notebooks
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and journals are the perfect gift idea for adults and kids for any occasion Makes a
functional gift idea for: Birthday Gifts Teacher Gifts Mother's Day Gifts Keepsake
Gifts Christmas Gifts Graduation Gifts for Students Co-worker/Boss Gifts Journal
& Planner Lovers Gift Baskets & Stocking Stuffers
This Dot Grid Journal Vol.3 has 100 Dot Grid pages. High Quality paper with dot pattern
(dots spaced 5mm apart). Black dots. White paper. Soft cover (Matte finish). Large Size
8.5 x11 Inches. For Drawing, Sketching, Jotting Down of Kids Artist Blank 100 pages
Book Details - Blank full Dot grids paper 100 pages - Totally 100 pages - Modern
colorful for cover
Stay Wild And Free Dot Grid Bullet Journal This Beautiful Elegant Minimalist Paperback
Notebook Is Perfect Size 7"x10" inches With a Soft, Matte Cover And Has 120 Dot Grid
Pages. creating your own bullet style journals, drawing, pen and paper games, and
many more purposes. Many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make
boxes, tables and so on. Some people prefer to write on dot grid paper. There is plenty
of room inside for: Journaling Design Creative writing Doodling Capturing ideas School
notes and more. It can be used as a notebook, journal, diary, or composition book.
Boosts creativity and well-being and use this notebook to record, journal, take notes,
draw, and more!
2018 GIFT IDEAS | BULLET JOURNALS, NOTEBOOKS & PERSONAL NOTES NEW
Bullet Journal & Notebook (8.5" x 8.5"Large) ! This is the BULLET JOURNAL for
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BEGINNERS, Dot Grid Paper : It's can be your to-do list, Notebook, Diary, Sketchbook,
to make plans, take notes and much more!This notebook is the perfect tool for crafter,
artist, student or teacher.Whether it's planning your day, week or even month out or
practicing calligraphy, hand lettering or drawing, this is the perfect tool to use! Perfect
Gift ! 110 Pages Premium Cover Design Format 8.5" x 8.5" Pages
2018 GIFT IDEAS | BULLET JOURNALS, NOTEBOOKS & PERSONAL NOTES NEW
Bullet Journal & Notebook (8.5" x 11"Large) ! This is the BULLET JOURNAL - Dot Grid
Paper : It's can be your to-do list, Notebook, Diary, Sketchbook, to make plans, take
notes and much more!This notebook is the perfect tool for crafter, artist, student or
teacher.Whether it's planning your day, week or even month out or practicing
calligraphy, hand lettering or drawing, this is the perfect tool to use! Perfect Gift ! 110
Pages Premium Cover Design Format 8.5" x 11" Pages
Is this a sketchbook made for graphing or a graph paper book designed for sketching?
That's really for you to decide. What is already decided is that there are 5 different
kinds of graph paper for your graphing and/or sketching needs: dot box design, dot
triangle design, traditional graph paper design, triangle design and honeycomb design.
20 pages per design means there's plenty of pages to do whatever sketching or
graphing you might want to do. Note: The pages are not hole punched; the book is not
designed to go into a binder.
Dot Grid Bullet Journal This Beautiful Purple Watercolor Paperback Notebook Is Perfect Size
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8. x 10 inches With a Soft, Matte Cover And Has 160 Dot Grid Pages. creating your own bullet
style journals, drawing, pen and paper games, and many more purposes. Many people like the
simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes, tables and so on. Some people prefer to write
on dot grid paper. There is plenty of room inside for: Journaling Design Creative writing
Doodling Capturing ideas School notes and more. It can be used as a notebook, journal, diary,
or composition book. Boosts creativity and well-being and use this notebook to record, journal,
take notes, draw, and more!
Do Epic Shit-Dot Grid Bullet Journal This Funny cute Notebook Is Perfect Size 7"x10" inches
With a Soft, Matte Cover And Has 111 Dot Grid Pages. creating your own bullet-style journals,
drawing, pen and paper games, and many more purposes. Many people like the simplicity of
connecting the dots to make boxes, tables and so on. Some people prefer to write on dot grid
paper. There is plenty of room inside for: Journaling Design Creative writing Doodling
Capturing ideas School notes and more. It can be used as a notebook, journal, diary, or
composition book. Boosts creativity and well-being and use this notebook to record, journal,
take notes, draw, and more!
Dot Grid Notebook Features: 110 blank dotted white pages Full size duo sided dot grid sheets
Professionally designed matte softbound cover 8.5" x 11" dimensions; versatile size for a tote
bag, purse, school, home or work Can be used as a notebook, journal, planner, sketchbook,
scrapbook, diary or school composition book Perfect for taking notes, task lists, journaling,
scrapbooking, setting goals, budgeting, appointments, recipes, habit tracking, writing, drawing,
calligraphy, hand lettering, doodling, brainstorming and much more Notebooks and journals
make the perfect gift idea for adults and kids for any occasion
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Empty Books To Write And Illustrate -This 8 x 10 notebook is the perfect size or sketching,
drawing, to do lists and journaling. -150 pages of 5mm spaced dots ready for anything you
need to write down. -Makes a great gift for creative people who love to bullet journal or even
kids who love to color out their ideas. Who needs lined when you can have dots? This journal
is lightly dotted so it does not interfere with your creativity but also provides a guide for all your
ideas. There are tons of cover designs to choose from. Just search Penny Higueros Bullet Grid
right here on Amazon. Use this journal for: Artist's Sketchbook Children's Doodle Notebook
Blank Page Notebook For Kids Drawing Books For Kids Sketch Book Journals Travelers
Doodle Notebook Journals To Draw In For Boys & Girls
Follow Your Arrow Dot Grid Bullet Journal This Beautiful Elegant Minimalist Paperback
Notebook Is Perfect Size 7"x10" inches With a Soft, Matte Cover And Has 120 Dot Grid Pages.
creating your own bullet style journals, drawing, pen and paper games, and many more
purposes. Many people like the simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes, tables and so
on. Some people prefer to write on dot grid paper. There is plenty of room inside for:
Journaling Design Creative writing Doodling Capturing ideas School notes and more. It can be
used as a notebook, journal, diary, or composition book. Boosts creativity and well-being and
use this notebook to record, journal, take notes, draw, and more!

Celestial Dot Grid Bullet Journal A perfect bullet journal to organise and coordinate your
life into a more streamlined system that would be more practical and productive. This
bullet Journal Would make a perfect gift for yourself or a stationery obsessed loved
one. Features: Size : 6 x 9 inches. Page Count : 120 high quality pages. Cover Design :
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Beautiful well designed gold celestial matte cover. Want to give your loved one a
perfect gift !!!!!! Grab a copy and start the art of Bujo!
This Dot Grid Journal Vol.2 has 100 Dot Grid pages. High Quality paper with dot pattern
(dots spaced 5mm apart). Black dots. White paper. Soft cover (Matte finish). Large Size
8.5 x11 Inches. For Drawing, Sketching, Jotting Down of Kids Artist Blank 100 pages
Book Details - Blank full Dot grids paper 100 pages - Totally 100 pages - Modern
colorful for cover
LOVE THE DOTTED GRID? This 8 x 10 notebook is the perfect size or sketching,
drawing, to do lists and journaling. It provides 150 pages of 5mm spaced dots ready for
anything you need to write down. Makes a great gift for creative people who love to
bullet journal or even kids who love to color out their ideas. Who needs lined when you
can have dots? This journal is lightly dotted so it does not interfere with your creativity
but also provides a guide for all your ideas. There are tons of cover designs to choose
from. Just search Dartan Creations Bullet Grid right here on Amazon.
You have a creative Daughter/Girlfriend/Wife/it's Complicated/Friend... or You? This is
a perfect gift option for you. A dot Grid Bullet Journal The traditional solid layout
journals had a good run; it's time for a new style that embodies freedom and limitless
possibilities. This is a perfect opportunity for all the creative people... or the not so
creative, to have a say on their journal and notebooks outlook. Design every page to
match your current mood; You can use this for: - * Planning your day, week or year *
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Sketching * Hand lettering or calligraphy * Doodling * Goals setting and tracking *
Drawing * Bullet journaling We have taken time to create a perfect experience for you.
Our Notebook have: - 1. Premium covers 2. Premium cover design (Matte finish) 3.
Modern Dot grid interior design 4. Come at a great value of $8.99 only Grab your copy
today
Vintage Gems Crystal and Minerals Notebook - Dot Grid Bullet Journal This Beautiful
Elegant Minimalist Paperback Notebook Is Perfect Size 7"x10" inches With a Soft,
Matte Cover And Has 150 Dot Grid Pages. creating your own bullet-style journals,
drawing, pen and paper games, and many more purposes. Many people like the
simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes, tables and so on. Some people prefer
to write on dot grid paper. There is plenty of room inside for: Journaling Design Creative
writing Doodling Capturing ideas School notes and more. It can be used as a notebook,
journal, diary, or composition book. Boosts creativity and well-being and use this
notebook to record, journal, take notes, draw, and more!

Cute Dotted Notebook Mable Style, 8.5 x 11, Stylish Bullet Journal Marble Would
like to have a notebook that people ask where to buy one? This cutie marble
notebook would deliver that to you. The design is based on mix-and-match
between marble and art to make sure that the book will be memorable and
attractive. As you can see, text and Image is embedded with marble-style, where
other decorative elements in both front and back covers are uniquely marble-art
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style. This book is a dot grid notebook for multi purposes - writing notes,
expressing inspiration, drawing ideas, sketching images, planning strategies or
jotting down any thought in your mind. The size of this notebook is large, 8.5" x
11", letter size, which is suits those who are looking for a big notebook to
comfortably perform any motivational and emotional thoughts, reflections, poetry,
journal or calligraphy. This cute dotted notebook comes with can be used
anywhere you prefer, your workplace, your home, or school. The cover is matte
laminated softcover, which in general looks more interesting and elegant. The
paper weight is 60 lb, most popular quality office copy paper, so it can prevent ink
leakage for a certain level. There are, no bleed, 108 dot grid pages / 54 paper
sheets in this notebook. As dot grid can be seen as a lined paper guide and area
drawing guide, the book can be seen as either bullet journal, dot grid notebook
journal or dot grid notebook sketchbook. To make sure that dot grids in the book
will not make you unpleasant to look at, the dots are presented in light gray color.
Every page in this dotted notebook also comes with bottom page number with
little art style. The page number is created for you to organize your ideas in the
book more easily. Summarized Specifications Design: cute notebook marble
mixed with art style Dimension: 8.5 x 11 inches Notebook Type: perfect binding,
soft cover with matte-lamination style Layout: no bleed, blank dotted notebook,
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with stylish bottom numbered on every page Color: mainly blue, baby pink and
white cover and white paper sheets Number of Pages: 108 pages / 54 sheets
Paper Weight: 60 lb, most common quality office copy paper Made-In: USA Can
be a notebook for writing, blank notebook sketchbook for drawing, journal for
expressing thoughts Suitable for women, girls Great gift for family, friends and
yourself, either for work, home or school
This is Black Arrows Bullet Journal with their evenly spaced dot grids, are great
for horizontal, vertical, diagonal and free-hand creativity.Our journal writing selfhelp with 120 pages of dots is perfect for organizing daily activities, creating
shopping lists, strategic planning ,note-taking, notes, calligraphy, hand lettering,
scrapbooking, sketching, crafts hobbies or whatever else can be imagined!
Journal includes name and contact page, and three table of contents pages for
easy organization.
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